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SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018
Programme
09.00 h
09.30 h
09.40 h
09.50 h

10.10 h
10.20 h

10.50 h
11.00 h
11.30 h
12.00 h

Morning
Registration
Welcome and Introduction – Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt, Director COTRI
Welcome – Shenzhen Travel Association – Ms. Xiao Wei
Information about Turkey-China Tourism Year 2018 and Turkish government
support for Chinese tour operators – Mr. Ozgur Ayturk, Representative of
the Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism in China
Video: Destination Turkey I
Latest trends and developments of Chinese outbound tourism, with a
special focus on China Outbound Tourism to Turkey – Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg
Arlt, Director COTRI
Video: Destination Turkey II
Interview Prof. Arlt with Mr. Ayturk – How is Turkey preparing for the
developments and changes in demand of the Chinese tourism source markets
Questions and Answers – Dialogue with the audience
Group photo, closure of morning session

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018
Programme
13.30 h
13.40 h
13.40 – 13.55 h
14.00 – 14.15 h
14.20 – 14.35 h
14.40 – 14.55 h
15.00 – 15.15 h
15.20 – 15.35 h
15.40 – 15.55 h
16.00 – 16.15 h
16.20 – 16.35 h
16.40 – 16.55 h
17.00 – 17.15 h
17.20 – 17.35 h
17.40 h

Afternoon
Registration
Individual business meetings according to registration
Meeting 1
Meeting 2
Meeting 3
Meeting 4
14.00 h Presentation Turkey, Mr. Ozgur
Ayturk,
Meeting 5
Meeting 6
15.00 h Discussion with Prof. Dr.
Meeting 7
Wolfgang Georg Arlt, Director COTRI,
for Shenzhen Tour Operators:
Meeting 8
How to improve Chinese outbound
Meeting 9
tourism to Turkey as part of Black Sea
Meeting 10
and Mediterranean Sea region
Meeting 11
Meeting 12
Group photo

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018

Information about Turkey-China Tourism Year 2018 and
Turkish government support for Chinese tour operators
Mr. Ozgur Ayturk, Representative of the Turkish
Ministry of Culture and Tourism in China

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018

Latest trends and developments of Chinese outbound
tourism, with a special focus on China Outbound
Tourism to Turkey
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt, Director COTRI

Vorstellung COTRI
COTRI is the world’s leading institute for research and consulting services related to the
Chinese outbound tourism market, and cooperates with all leading international and
Chinese tourism organisations.
COTRI offers services around to customers around the world since 2004 as an independent
institute research and consulting, led by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt FRGS FRAS.
Offices are located in Hamburg/Germany and Beijing/China, with a global network of
regional partners on all continents.

COTRI IN CHINA

COTRI IN GERMANY

COTRI China Office
21th Fl, Wangjing
Greenland
Member
Center B Hongtai East
Street, Chaoyang District
Beijing 100102

COTRI China Outbound
Tourism Research Institute
West India House
Eiffestraße 68
D-20537 Hamburg

www.china-outbound.com
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COTRI’s founder and director
中First visit to People’s Republic of China in 1978
中1991-1999 owner of Inbound Tour Operator China -> Europe with offices in Beijing and Berlin
中Since 2004 COTRI founder and director
中Professor for International Tourism Management at West Coast University of Applied Sciences
Germany (Heide)

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt
FRGS FRAS

中Visiting professor at universities in China, UK, Australia, and New Zealand
中Fellow Royal Geographical Society (London)
中Fellow Royal Asiatic Society (London)
中Research Fellow Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science (Tokyo)
中Board member- PATA Pacific Asia Travel Association (Bangkok)
中Vice President - Western Europe ITSA International Tourism Studies Association (Beijing/Greenwich)
中Vice President for China - Twin Cities World Tourism Alliance (Zurich)
中Fellow of International Association of China Tourism Studies (Guangzhou)
中Member of UNWTO Expert Panel (Madrid)
中Member of Expert Committee World Tourism Cities Federation (Beijing)

Global international tourism growth up to 2030
The UNWTO graph illustrates the strong growth of international tourism, with a
forecast of reaching 1.8 billion border-crossing trips by 2030, adding 500 million
to the 1.32 billion of 2017.
Already today about 11% of all arrivals are generated by Mainland Chinese.

2018
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Chinese outbound tourism up to 2018
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Chinese outbound tourism First half 2018

COTRI reports for the first half of 2018 a total of 80 million border crossings,
with more than half going beyond Greater China, an increase of 16% YoY.
The Chinese Ministry of Culture and Tourism published a total of 71.3 million
Chinese border crossings for the first half of 2018, an increase of 15% YoY.

2018

www.china-outbound.com
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Chinese outbound tourism 2018-2030
COTRI forecasts that 2018 will see a total of 160 million Chinese arrivals
worldwide, which would consist of 75 million trips made to Greater China
destinations and 85 million to the rest of the world.
By 2030, 390 million outbound trips will originate in Mainland China, most of
them going beyond Greater China, 250 million more than 2017 - meaning
HALF of the additional outbound travellers in next decade will be CHINESE.

2018
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Chinese outbound tourism growth potential
Today no more than 10% of Chinese citizens possess passports
Almost all live in 1st and 2nd tier cities
Until Now Only Four Economic Regions As
Main Tourist Source Regions

The vast majority of
Chinese have yet to
experience their first-ever
long-distance leisure trip
(inside or outside China)

2018
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The Changing Role of China’s Outbound Tourism

Changing role of outbound tourism
Change of Chinese governments global policy – Soft Power through tourism
and new international organisations – BRICS, Belt and Road Initiative,
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
韬光养晦
Taoguang Yanghui

“China has entered a New Era where it
should take centre stage in the world.”
Xi Jinping , 19th CCP Congress October
2017

www.china-outbound.com
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2018: The End of CNTA
– New Ministry ofrole
Cultureof
andoutbound
Tourism
Changing

tourism

In March 2018 the National People‘s Congress (NPC) decided that the
Ministry of Culture and CNTA China National Tourism Administrationwill
be merged into a new Ministry of Culture and Tourism.

NPC official announcement: “The move is aimed at coordinating the
development of cultural and tourism industries, enhancing the country's
soft power and cultural influence, and promoting cultural exchanges
internationally.”

www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018: 1. Visa
Simplified visa procedures
27 destinations offer visa-free entry for
Chinese citizens
39 destinations offer visa on arrival or E-Visa
for Chinese citizens

www.china-outbound.com

Visa free entry:
Asia

UAE
Jeju Province, South Korea
Indonesia
Quang Ninh Province, Vietnam
North America Barbados
Bahamas
Grenada
Antigua and Barbuda
Dominica
Haiti
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Turks and Caicos Islands
Jamaica
South America Ecuador
Europe
Serbia
San Marino, Albania, Bosnia & Hercegovina
Oceania
Fiji
Tonga
French Polynesia
Northern Mariana Islands
Samoa
Africa
Mauritius
Seychelles
Réunion
Morocco
Tunisia
Antarctic
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands

2018
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018: 2. Connectivity
More direct flight connections
In 2017 more than 100 new air connections were started, with more in the
pipeline for 2018, mostly connecting second tier airports in China and abroad.

www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018: 2. Connectivity

www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
3. Information and Mobile Payment
More information available
Most global destinations have intensified their provision of information to both Chinese outbound tour
operators and to potential FIT visitors, using fairs like the new ITB China or Social Media in the form of
WeChat channels entries, online trainings, and increasingly videos.
With each year of Chinese travellers visiting more diverse destinations the chance is getting bigger for
potential travellers to know somebody (in real life or online) who already visited a specific destination and
can give advise, making it easier to organize a trip without the help of a tour operator.
IT and AI provide increasingly sophisticated tools to receive customized information before and during the
trip.

www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
3. Information and Mobile Payment

Mobile payment everywhere – Chinese outbound
travellers demand the acceptance of AliPay and
WeChat Pay

www.china-outbound.com
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Demand moving from Quantity to Quality
“Be careful what you wish for”: Many destination find themselves in a situation
of being visited by large numbers of Chinese mass-market package tour groups,
which boost the arrival numbers but stay only for a short period of time at a
destination (concentrating on the most famous destinations and sights during
high season) and create very limited yields.
With the growing importance of Chinese independent travellers (FITs) and Chinese
Modular Outbound Travellers (MOTs), quality and value for money take the place
of quantity and cheap price.
Chinese FITs and MOTs are tiring of travelling overseas and meeting mostly fellow
countrymen in a destination, of engaging just in shopping and sightseeing. They
become more and more interested in new, authentic offers based on culture and
history, if provided and communicated in the right way and through the right
channels as Customized Travel.
www.china-outbound.com
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Customised Travel: The fastest growing sector
CTRIP APPROACH: CUSTOMISED TRAVEL
Customised travel advantages
Growing number of Chinese
travelling as FITs.
But FITs’ experience is not
suitable for everyone.
Customised tours start to take
significant shares.
Ctrip 2017:
•

package group tours 44%

•

FIT related products 42%

•

Private groups and
customised tours 14%

Diversification of demand and behaviour
“The” Chinese tourists does not exist (anymore).
.

The mass-market package tours frantically rushing around ticking off main sights with a
selfie are still existing with 100+ million Chinese still waiting for their first trip abroad.
However, the interest of many more experienced Chinese tourists are changing, after
the first phase of sightseeing tours they now look for experiences and immersion
during customised or self-organised trips.
The trend to go beyond Greater China and to discover new destinations is certainly
continuing.

2017
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Diversification of demand and behaviour
The destinations
visited by Chinese outbound travellers are changing from “must-see”
.
destinations to discovering new places, instead of postcard confirmation the more
experienced travellers look for authenticity, following their own interests to visit –
instead of yet another cathedral or shopping mall – football stadiums, medieval city
centres, natural clean spaces, river cruises, wineries or ski slopes.

Immersion means doing and learning things rather than just looking at them, going to
places – and staying in hotels – which provide stories to tell on WeChat, reasons to brag
after return and feelings of being welcome and respected.
Still, almost all Chinese travellers are „Money rich, but time Poor“.

2017
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Demographic diversity
Chinese traveller demographics are changing.
.

From a majority of middle-aged travellers in the first wave of Chinese outbound tourism,
now persons born after 1980 (balinghou’s) and even after 1990 (jiulinghou’s) make up
almost 60% of all Chinese international travellers.
Demographics are also becoming more diverse: The first cohorts of affluent 60+ citizens
are entering the market, more children (linglinghou’s, born after 2000) accompany their
parents or go on school trips.
2017 growth rates for outbound travellers below 18 and above 55 years of age: +90%

2017
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Demographic diversity
.

Average life expectancy for a person living in China 1960: 43 years.
Average life expectancy for a person living in China 2016: 76 years.
More than 200 million Chinese citizens are aged 60 and over.

Some of them have enough money – or children with enough money – to take part
in outbound tourism.
Senior outbound travel is the fastest growing market segment, since 2013 every year
more than 50% YoY growth.

2017

www.china-outbound.com
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Demographic diversity
Asia and the Pacific: population by age group, 1950-2100

.
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Source: compiled by UNWTO based on World Population Prospects, the 2015 Revision, 2015-2100 medium-fertility variant, United Nations, Population Division (http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/)
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China’s outbound tourism: Who is travelling?

中Less than 10% of Chinese citizens have a passport
中Ability to spend money on international travel mostly based on wealth, not on
income

中Gender balance: MICE more men than women, leisure more women than men

China’s outbound tourism: Who is travelling?
中For affluent 1st tier city inhabitants international travel is already fixed part of
consumption pattern, mostly travel self-organised or customised tour for fixed group

中More and more segmentations into niches including big niches like health tourism,
cruises etc.

中Second Wave experienced Chinese travellers: Niche topics, themed tours, bespoke
arrangements, activity based trips, moving from “money rich but time poor” to
“money and experience rich but time poor”

中Key motivation to choose destination: Not too many (but not none) Chinese have
travelled yet to this place

中Aspiring 2nd and 3rd tier city inhabitants catching up fast, most growth comes from
lower tier cities

中Older customers starting with package tour, younger travellers move directly to half-/
or self-organised tour

中For young families or 6+1 multigenerational groups self-drive / LV gaining importance
中More likely to still working on the „must-see“ list of destinations and sights
中Key motivation to choose destinations: All KOLs and some of my friends have already
been there

Why are they traveling?
Long-distance outbound travel is not a private decision, but an investment, not a holiday:

中Direct investment: Buying real estate and companies for profit and for passports
中Indirect investment: “Leisure” Travel and shopping for self-esteem and peer group
confirmation of status and prestige

中Long-term investment: Formal and informal education, market knowledge, experiences
Chinese do NOT travel all the
way to the Mediterranean
region for relaxation

Chinese Arrivals to Turkey 2011-2017

Chinese arrivals to Turkey 2011-2017
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Exchange Rate Turkish Lira:RMB 2011- Sept. 2018
From 4.5 : 1 to
almost parity.
Sept 17, 2018:
1.08 : 1

How to establish the Eastern Mediterranean region in the mental map of
the Chinese outbound travellers?
Europeans and (Africans) see the
Mediterranean Sea today as a border,
the attempt to cross it costs thousands
of lives every year.
Sicily seems far away from Tunisia for
a German, Turkey seems far away from
Egypt for a Swiss.
Chinese see a “middle lake” 地中海
connecting both shores, making it an
obvious idea to visit Turkey, Greece,
Cyprus in one trip.

www.china-outbound.com
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How to establish the Eastern Mediterranean region in the mental map of
the Chinese outbound travellers?
With the introduction of more direct air connections, multiple-entry Schengen visa and
visa-free entry to countries like Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt and eVisa for Turkey, the
Mediterranean (MED) region has become much more accessible for Chinese visitors, in
most cases combining several countries in one trip
The MED region can be storyfied more easily for Chinese visitors than for visitors from
Europe or North Americaas a unified region based on common history (Greek, Roman,
Arab, Ottoman, British empires), common nature-orientated activities (beach, mountain),
common culinary experiences (seafood, spices), common stronger importance of religion

This way, the MED region is not competing with other more mainstream leisure
destinations in Europe (France, Switzerland, Scandinavia) or Africa (Kenya, South Africa,
Mauritius) but is seen as a distinct meta-destination
www.china-outbound.com
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How to establish the Eastern Mediterranean region in the mental map of
the Chinese outbound travellers?
Target market segments beyond Package tour groups:
(1) Mostly living in China’s first tier cities (Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen) as well as leading
second tier cities (such as Chengdu, Nanjing, etc.).

(2) Experienced travellers who take their third, fifth or tenth trip overseas, and who have already visited
closer destinations such as Greater China region (Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan), most of Asian and
traditional European destinations
(3) “Second Wave” or Modular Chinese travellers, who invest more time, interest and money into a
service or destination than package tourists. Modular travellers, who travel as FITs, but book tickets and
other arrangements from specialised online platforms in China, in Chinese, payable with Renminbi
(4) Small fully customized tour groups of experienced and affluent couples, families, friends or colleagues

(5) Inter-generational family groups (“6+1”)
(6) Special Interest travellers for golf, festivals, adventure, nature, culture, etc. “serious leisure” travellers
(7 Luxury travellers
www.china-outbound.com
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Traps
Traps to avoid for Turkey
The Florida trap
Telling the same story to all markets – what works for
customers on the other side of the Atlantic, does not
work for those coming from the other side of the Pacific.

2018
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Traps
Traps to avoid for Turkey
The Maldives*, Mauritius**, Fiji & Louis Vutton trap
Starting as a luxury destination, but lowering the prices
under pressure from Chinese tour operators, losing
bragging rights and accordingly visitors as the
destinations appears to become common.
* Maldives 2015: 365,000 Chinese arrivals, 2017: 305,000 arrivals
** Mauritius 2015: 90,000 Chinese arrivals, 2017: 60,000 arrivals
2018
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Traps
Traps to avoid for Turkey
The Sri Lanka, Nepal, Spain, Norway, Palau and many
others trap
Being successful in increasing arrival numbers by offering
low prices for package tours, resulting in pushing out
traditional markets and environmental destruction
without earning much money or gaining satisfied Chinese
customers in the process – ultimately killing the brand.
2018
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Traps
Traps to avoid for Turkey
The Tunisia trap
Being used to international visitors coming for a longer
period of time for adventure and relaxation, enjoying the
laid-back lifestyle, having difficulties in understanding the
needs of a need customer group of visitors who come to
WA to work on their bragging rights, status, social capital
and self-esteem, who are leisure tourists, but not holiday
makers.
2018
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SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018

Interview Prof. Arlt with Mr. Ayturk
How is Turkey preparing for the developments and
changes in demand of the Chinese tourism source
markets

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018

Questions and Answers –
Dialogue with the audience

SHENZHEN WORKSHOP 2018
Programme
13.30 h
13.40 h
13.40 – 13.55 h
14.00 – 14.15 h
14.20 – 14.35 h
14.40 – 14.55 h
15.00 – 15.15 h
15.20 – 15.35 h
15.40 – 15.55 h
16.00 – 16.15 h
16.20 – 16.35 h
16.40 – 16.55 h
17.00 – 17.15 h
17.20 – 17.35 h
17.40 h

Afternoon
Registration
Individual business meetings according to registration
Meeting 1
Meeting 2
Meeting 3
Meeting 4
14.00 – 15.00 h Discussion with Prof.
Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt, Director
Meeting 5
COTRI, for Shenzhen Tour Operators:
Meeting 6
Meeting 7
How to improve Chinese outbound
tourism to Turkey as part of Black Sea
Meeting 8
and Mediterranean Sea region
Meeting 9
Meeting 10
Meeting 11
Meeting 12
Group photo

